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NEW QUESTION: 1
In an RSVP-based MPLS network, which ERO type specifies the exact order of routers through
which an LSP must travel, without consulting the IGP?
A. static hop
B. strict hop
C. next hop
D. loose hop
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
When a strict hop is configured, it identifies an exact path through which the LSP must be
routed. Strict- hop EROs (Explicit Route Objects) specify the exact order of the routers through
which the RSVP messages are sent.
Incorrect Answers:
A: When a loose hop is configured, it identifies one or more transit LSRs through which the LSP
must be routed.
The network IGP determines the exact route from the inbound router to the first loose hop, or
from one loose hop to the next.
The loose hop specifies only that a particular LSR be included in the LSP.
References: https://forums.juniper.net/t5/Routing/loose-and-strict-option/td-p/164626

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the correct description about the NVIDIA CPU?
A. Geforce GTX/Titan series is NVIDIA consumer products, mainly used for games and other

tickets, does not support data center deployment
B. The Tesla series is mainly used in mobile phones, tablets, industrial computers and
automotive embedded systems. It will also be used for video surveillance of security
manufacturers such as Hikvision. High-density integration of servers
C. Quadro/NVS is mainly used in 2D/3D graphics, video editing, etc. In VDI, Quadro is used for
straight-through graphical processing.
D. Data center products mainly include Tesla and Grid series: Tesla for HPC, Al, Grid for data
center graphics virtualization
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:
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